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The purpose of this article is to summarize author’s experience in developing 

a didactic approach to teaching the development of computer games online by 
example of the online school "Narratorics".  

The development of computer games is a promising education sphere. The 
industry of computer games production in Russia at the moment has bypassed the film 
industry, the book market and the theater on profit and shows a steady growth [1]. 
This creates an extensive job market with good career prospects.  

Moreover, although the computer games industry is primarily an 
entertainment industry, the development of computer games and their penetration 
with the help of technological progress in almost all spheres of life and social strata 
makes games a convenient and effective tool for solving other, not only entertaining 
tasks - primarily the tasks of education itself.  

Computer games and their individual elements are beginning to be used for 
the so-called gamification of education process of pre-school children, in secondary 
and higher education, in business and corporate training. Thus, learning how to 
develop computer games responds to the modern demand for the creation of a digital 
society in the era of the digital economy. Therefore, it makes sense to develop 
teaching methods for the development of computer games. The article is devoted to 
the experience of online courses in this field.  

Narratorics is the name of an online school, which currently does not have the 
appropriate legal status, because online courses are not licensed by the state, and exist 
simply as a community name. The entire business aspect of the existence of these 
online courses is carried out as the individual entrepreneurial activities of the founder. 
The combination of a self-organized community in the form of a "circle of interests" 
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and initially embedded in the courses of business aspects causes many organizational 
and methodological solutions. This is the specificity of our experience. [2] 

The article is organized in the following way: first, we will analyze the 
starting conditions and the prerequisites for creating courses in the form in which they 
exist, then we will follow the development of the methodology of the Narratorics 
courses, and at the end we will talk about problems, that are relevant both for the 
Narratorics and for the whole direction of training development of computer games.  

The Narratorics was created in 2014 as a "circle of interests" around the theme 
of scripts of computer games. The community existed in the form of social networks’ 
groups open lectures at BFU named after Kant in Kaliningrad and open-accessed 
assignments published on the Livejournal service. Anyone could make assignments 
and hand over on the same platform. Anyone could also give feedback on 
assignments. For two years of existence - from 2014 to 2016 - the community has 
grown to two thousand people, without any marketing efforts to promote and 
advertise. In 2015, the topic of scripting computer games added a discipline such as 
narrative design - a relatively new area of activity within the framework of game 
design, the development of game mechanics. [3] 

In 2016, the first paid courses of the Narratorics were run. The admission 
consisted of 36 people. The course was designed for 2 months. The excitement was 
such, that all the places were sold out for a day. This showed the prospects for 
development in this area, and immediately after the completion of sales of the first 
cohort, the second cohort was announced - already a three-month course, designed for 
20 people. The second cohort was also fully staffed.  

This was the first example of paid online courses on the development of 
computer games, and the professional community reacted ambiguously. There were 
doubts about the quality of courses and the lawfulness of their conduct. This led to an 
outflow of students from the first and second flows, including those, who have 
already paid the participation. The same criticism also sounded for offline initiatives - 
the private school ScreamSchool and the master's degree programme "Management of 
Game Projects" in the Moscow Higher School of Economics [4]. Looking ahead - 
accepting the results and graduates of educational programmes for developing games 
in the professional community and taking into account the diplomas and certificates of 
curricula in the relevant disciplines in job placement is one of the topical problems of 
education in the development of computer games not only in Russia but also abroad.  

The first cohort (two-month courses) from the set of 36 people was completed 
by 8 people. The second cohort (three-month courses) from the set of 20 people was 
completed by 3 people. On the third flow, also calculated for three months, which in 
many respects according to the programme was a repetition of the second flow, only 5 
people signed up and two finished. 

At the end of the studies, we mean the surrender of all homework assignments 
and the graduation project, and the subsequent receipt of the certificate.  

Based on the results of the first three cohorts of online course participants, it 
was clear, that it is needed to change the training system and the programme. In July 



2017, a new system was launched - one-month courses on certain narrow aspects of 
the subject. This system was called "Steps". The first step was entirely devoted to 
narrative design. The second step - in-game texts. The third step for dramaturgy. The 
set at the step is 20 people per cohort, and the first two steps have collected the 
complete groups. In addition to the changes in the programme, the format of the 
courses was also changed, which allowed them to be cheaper – we'll discuss this in 
more detail below.  

Since the courses of the Narratorics were commercial from the very beginning 
– we had to guarantee the students a visible, tangible result. The so-called diploma 
project each participant cohort was a game that the student developed independently, 
under the guidance of the leading courses. Thus, despite the programmes of 
Narratorics were initially devoted to the narrow subject of game scenarios, in the long 
run, students acquired complex skills in creating a computer game.  

Before proceeding to the methodology of the courses, you need to address the 
features of the target audience. The format of paid online courses assumes a special 
audience. Firstly, it is mostly adult working people, who can afford a paid product for 
themselves. Most of them are not schoolchildren or students, although there are also 
two groups among the audience of courses of Narratorics – but they are literally 
represented by units of students. Secondly, computer games scripting is mainly 
interesting for two groups of people: 1) those, who do not know how to develop 
games, but can tell stories – film writers, writers, 2) those, who can develop games, 
but cannot tell stories – game designers, programmers, painters. So, as we see, the 
courses of the Narratorics initially exist in the format of additional qualification for 
the already working professionals.  

For the target group of Narratorics, creating your own educational computer 
game starting from scratch looks like an attractive goal, as it allows creating a 
portfolio for further employment. This is an external motivation that helps selling 
courses and fill the cohort. But the development of computer games also has 
pedagogical significance, which is extremely important for mastering the skill. So, 
with the development of our own game, we immediately close the two needs of the 
student – the external (creation of the portfolio) and the internal (mastering the skill). 
The development of computer games is the key point of the courses, and the whole 
program is built around it, regardless of the length of the course.  

But there is a problem - how to teach a person to develop computer games 
starting from scratch? Game development is a complex process that requires either the 
collaboration of people with different backgrounds, or the development of several 
different skills in one person – programming, drawing, animation, sound design, game 
design, etc.  

We solved this problem on the courses of the Narratorics as follows: we chose 
very simple free engines (software for game development) for the diploma projects, 
which do not require from student a need to program, draw, animate and create 
sounds. This is TWINE - a free open engine for creating text games [5]. And the 
Platformer Creation Kit on the Defold engine is a plug-in inside the engine, that 



allows to creating a simple platform game with the specified graphics and function set 
[6].  

Let's switch to the didactical concept of the courses. The key point of the 
course is the work on the diploma game – it is also a practical part of the course, 
where the student can apply the knowledge, obtained from the theoretical part. The 
theoretical part goes parallel to the practical, and the main difficulty is the need to tie 
both parts together, so that they complement each other, rather than go independently, 
without intersecting. In this area, there have been major changes in the methodology 
of the courses.  

The first flow, calculated for two months (18 astronomical hours) included 
work on a text game on the TWINE engine. It consisted of 8 lecture hours and 10 
practical hours. In practical classes, the students' home work was sorted out and 
feedback was given. Lecturing provided theoretical material necessary for the 
preparation of home works. Both practical and lecture classes were held in the format 
of webinars on the closed GetCourse platform [7]. Working on the diploma game was 
distributed throughout the course, but no additional assignments were given to it, so 
the work was brought to completion and only the most motivated participants of the 
course passed the diploma project.  

The second course lasted 26 astronomical hours. The programme was built on 
the same principle as for the first cohort - 18 lectures and 18 practical classes. The 
second stream was dedicated to the game genres, and as a diploma project students 
had to prepare and hand over three games – platformer and runner on the Defold 
engine, and quest-adventure on the Unity engine. The task was too complicated, and 
although this time assignments for the preparation of the diploma games were 
integrated in the homework assignments - up to the end of the course only three 
people out of twenty finished the programme.  

For the third generation, which, in curricular terms, was a compilation of the 
both previous ones, the composition of the diploma games was changed – the 
platform for Defold, the quest adventure for Unity and the text quest for TWINE. To 
get the certificate, it was necessary to submit two games out of three. Of the five 
people, two have coped with this task. In the third generation more time was devoted 
to work on the diploma projects. The course was built in such a way that by the 
middle of the course the students had to pass the first versions of the diploma games 
and devote the remaining half of the course to finalizing them and bringing them to an 
acceptable result.  

The delivery of the diploma project in all courses of the Narratorics involves 
not only the creation of a game on the appropriate engine and the provision of this 
game to the teacher, but also the passage of "quality control". That is, the student does 
not just need to make a game, but to demonstrate on her example knowledge of 
theoretical material. For example, in the case of computer games scripts, the student 
demonstrates the ability to build a composition, write dialogues, and verify the 
motivation of the characters. And in the case of narrative design, the student 



demonstrates an understanding of agency, coherence, avoidance of ludonarrative 
dissonance and the justification of gaming. 

Guided by the results of the first three cohorts, it was clear, that a didactic 
change was needed. This led to the development of a new methodology - "steps". 
Now this technique is tested in practice, and at the time the article was written, the 
results were obtained from the "first stage". From the cohort of 20 people, 9 people 
successfully completed the course and passed the thesis projects, which exceeds the 
conversion of previous courses.  

The structure of the "step" is structured as follows: classes are held twice a 
week, now it is not an astronomical hours, but text-lesson lectures with practical 
assignments attached to them. A student can access the next lesson and assignments 
only after he surrenders the previous lesson and the teacher accepts his homework. All 
this is technically implemented on the GetCourse engine. In the practical tasks 
themselves, tasks on the development of a diploma game are necessarily included, and 
with descriptions of the concrete steps, that the student must perform. Thus, finishing 
the diploma project to the end is sewn into the course, and it is impossible to get to 10 
lessons (only 10 lessons in one grade) without completing the diploma project.  

In addition to text lessons, a weekly webinar with answers to questions and 
analysis of difficult places in homework is held once a week. This format of the 
teacher's participation: a written check of homework with written feedback and a one-
hour time-based webinar allow to make the course relatively cheap and accessible to 
the target audience.  

It is appropriate to mention the feature of online courses, which makes them 
convenient for both teachers and students - the lack of geography binding. Online 
courses make it possible to make knowledge available not only for capitals, but also 
for regions, and the above format allows to keep the price of the course low enough, 
that the regions can afford the training. In comparison with offline programs of 
Moscow paid schools ScreamSchool and VSBI it looks like an advantage.  

Thus, we see that the format of the online courses of Narratorics has a number 
of positive features: 

1) The ability to quickly change and adapt the programme to the 
requirements of the job market, including the choice of engines for game 
development. 

2) The ability to receive direct feedback from students - both 
verbally and in terms of demand for a paid product. Demand falls if the product does 
not meet the needs of the audience. 

3) The ability to reach a wide audience without geography. 
4) Ability to adjust the price of courses.  
That is, in the long run, it all boils down to the flexibility, adaptability and 

accessibility of such learning format to the development of computer games.  
The problems facing online education in general and the courses of the 

Narratorics in particular: 



1) Conversion of graduates - that is, the percentage of students, who 
reach the end of the course. This is a common problem for all online courses, paid and 
free. The free percentage of "dumping" of students is usually even higher, but it is 
quite high on paid courses. 

2) Recognition by employers of certificates and diplomas of courses 
in the process of employment of graduates.  

3) State licensing of online courses, private and public programs.  
4) Methodological support – online education has to be invented 

from scratch. Teaching principles, methods, programs for new specialties like 
computer games scenarios are terra incognita, while there is a request from the job 
market for specialists of these specialties, and traditional higher and special education 
can not satisfy it. 

5) Ethical aspect - being paid, courses like Narratorics exist more as 
a service than as traditional training. A student in a paid-exchange model becomes a 
client, this leads to a change in the position of the teacher and requires him to acquire 
new skills, namely, sales, marketing, retention and interest. The educational process 
turns into "edutainment" (education + entertainment), which certainly benefits the 
involvement of students, but it can have a bad effect on their results. 

We cannot offer any solutions to the problems described above. This is the 
field for further work, research and experiments.  

In conclusion, we want to put forward, that the model of the Narratorics 
courses described above is just one of the possible ways of forming digital education. 
This is the way at the intersection of business and professional education with the use 
of new technologies, a reaction to the market's request, which originated under 
capitalistic conditions of edutainment. We hope that the experience, described in this 
article will help in the development of online courses of similar and related 
specialties. 
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